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Temple Beth Abraham

Tuesday, June 20
7:00 PM
Please join in!

Temple Beth Abraham
I am writing this
column during
a week when the
United States is
experiencing a crisis
around presidential leadership. The Rabbi Spira-Savett
appointment of a special counsel
to investigate issues related to the
president is one indication of how
things have not settled down since
the contentious election. The first
phase of the Trump presidency has
not been a time of healing.
People are talking about it, a lot.
Even though talk can be cheap, talk
is important. Talking and discussing can be how we clarify the moral
universe for ourselves. Conversations can sharpen our understanding
around issues of communal importance. The digital world, at its best,
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Find A Leader

is a platform for real-time sharing of
interpretation, analysis, and moral
reasoning. We don’t have to cut out,
xerox, and mail articles - we can link
them and share them.
But to paraphrase a Talmudic saying: Talking is good to the extent it
leads to action.
So each time you are tempted to
type out a thought, or to spend
another conversation discussing the
president, ask yourself: Why am I
talking about this right now? What
action for good do I hope to create out
of my talking, my Facebooking, my
time in front of the television news?
Perhaps this moment calls for a new
kind of tithing. For every ten minutes you spend reading, posting, and
arguing, allot time to tikkun olam.
Do something helpful, for another

person or for an organization. Find
something worthwhile and relevant
to donate to. Write down not just a
short sentence, but a thought-out
reflection: What is leadership? What
matters to you in a leader, and why?
There is a special kind of doing that
I’ve been thinking a lot about for the
past year. It’s the practice of finding
good leaders, and following them.
I’ve spoken in the past about the fact
that America seems to have become
almost resistant to any kind of social
leadership. We’ve experienced scandals
in real-time, or learned about hidden
peccadillos of presidents past. We have
sought salvation from non-politicians,
yet we are still disappointed.
So I suggest for our moment something counterintuitive. Double your
efforts to find a good leader, someone
(Continued on the following page …)

Meeting of The Congregation

Everyone should
have received notice
of the annual meeting, which will be on
Tuesday, June 20 at
7:00 PM, preceded
President
by minyan at 6:30 Michael Harris
PM. Refreshments
will be served. Please join us; we have
important topics to discuss and decide.
Discussion this spring between the
synagogue Board of Directors and
the Southern New Hampshire Jewish Men’s Club has borne fruit and
resulted in the Board of Directors
agreeing to the request of the Men’s
Club to become an affiliated organization of the synagogue, like the Sisterhood. We are very pleased to welcome
the Southern New Hampshire Jewish

Men’s Club as an affiliated organization. In line with this, the Board of
Directors has proposed a change to
the Temple Beth Abraham bylaws
granting a seat on the board, with
voting privileges, to a Men’s Club
representative of their choosing.

The major business that will come
up at the meeting is the renewal of
Rabbi Jon Spira-Savett’s contract.
As I have written previously, several
steps are involved. The first is the
Board agreeing to proceed with discussions, which it did late last year. A
Committee was then established to
conduct discussions with the Rabbi
and to make a recommendation to the
Board. The Board then deliberates and
decides whether to accept the recommendation. Board approval requires
3

a 2/3 majority by secret ballot and is
subject to approval by the members
of the congregation, a majority of
those present and voting, also by
secret ballot. This is a very important
decision that will affect us all. I will
send out information regarding the
contract when it is available. I hope
you will take the time to join us for
this discussion and decision.
The Finance Committee, the Board
and the Treasurer have been working
diligently to develop a budget that both
meets the needs of the congregation
and is within our means. There are
always more programs, staff positions
and services suggested than we can
afford, not that they are not quality
and worthy of support. There are

(Continued on the following page …)

Celebrating Anniversaries continued…

to help and strengthen and follow.
I’m talking about a leader in society,
not just a leader of a small group or a
talking head. Someone whose work is
public. Someone who may be rooted
in a particular constituency, but is
then drawn into concern for more
people, different people. Someone
with a point of view who is interested
in doing more than writing, speaking,
or arguing for it – someone rolling up
her sleeves to turn it into results. On
any level – start with your town or
our region, or maybe with the state.
Preferably, too, someone who has a
philosophy but is truly interested in
the perspectives of people who don’t
share the same priorities. Above all,
someone with compassion. True
compassion is the antidote to insularity and to sloppiness; it’s a spur to
skill and focus and courage.
Meeting of The Congregation continued…

unplanned, popup, building maintenance expenditures, some quite sizeable, that cannot be put off. Recently,
for example, we spent $18,000 to
repair the roof. We also take steps to
reduce our ongoing expenditures. Our
Twelve Tribes stained glass windows
project has been very successful and
has already resulted in eight of the
windows being sponsored. The funds
resulting from these sponsorships
help offset our mortgage expenses.
(In the very near future you will see
the next four windows installed in the
Sanctuary.) Changes to the telephone
system that we implemented last year
are beginning to result in a substantial
savings. The Cemetery Committee is
taking steps to reduce expenditures
on upkeep to live within the funds
generated by the CemeteryTrust fund.
Some classes in the Religious School
have been consolidated.

These are the people we need. We
need their leadership. They need us
to trust them, to find out what they
need in order to keep going in a
climate that has it in for leaders. We
need to practice being led by good
and effective leaders.
The other day, I called up one such
leader on the phone. Her name is
Latha Mangiputhi. She is a state
representative from South Nashua.
She works on business issues, social
services, cultural outreach. She is
Indian-American and Hindu, and
has been the target of both overt
and subtle bigotry. She has become
a go-to person for many immigrant
and minority communities. She is
relentlessly on the lookout for opportunities to grow the local economy
through international partnerships.
And since Election Day, Latha has
been worn out. I saw her last right
Even with all of this, over the past
couple of years, despite our best efforts to develop a balanced budget, we
have experienced substantial deficits
(~$40,000). We do need to find a
way to replenish our building capital
fund, which has been depleted. This
would alleviate some of the pain from
the popup building maintenance issues. This year also we are proposing
a balanced budget. We have included
items to help us further our strategic
plan and to reach out to young families
who may not yet be members.
Another major item that will come
before you at the meeting is the election of officers and directors for the
coming year.
There will be refreshments. So,
come, nosh and help us make these
important decisions.
On a lighter note, for your entertainment and enjoyment, I would like to
mention a very special program that
4

around the time of the most recent
presidential flare-up, and that’s when
I had this insight that I am writing
you about. So I called her, for her
morale and for my own. I called her
to see how she was doing, to thank
her. To offer not just my work as a
partner on some issue we both care
about, but my support and help on
her own terms. She was incredibly
appreciative.
We need to think about more than
flawed leadership and bad leadership.
Yes, we need to be on guard and to act
when our leaders are crossing the line.
But it’s not enough. Democracy
needs good citizens but also good
leaders. Look for them, and make it
possible for them to lead.
		 L’shalom,
		

Rabbi Jon

will be taking place at Strawberry Banke
in Portsmouth on the 4th of July. Our
very own Raymond Street Klezmer
Band has been invited to participate
in the 20th anniversary celebration
of the Shapiro House. There will be a
tour the Shapiro House with descendants who helped open the house
for Strawberry Banke in 1997. The
Raymond Street Klezmer band will
be performing a very special program
honoring immigrants in recognition of
the new citizens who will participate
in a naturalization ceremony earlier
in the day. Come celebrate America.
Admission is FREE on the 4th of July.
I hope you can make it and take the
whole family. Lots activities for kids,
costumed role players, etc.
Looking forward to seeing you at the
Annual Meeting of the congregation
on June 20. 				

			

שלום וברכה

		

Michael Harris

Services and Community

June Service
Schedule

Services are held every Friday
evening at 8:00 PM (unless otherwise
noted), Saturday at 9:30 AM and
Monday –Thursday at 7:30 PM.

SPECIAL EVENT SERVICES
Shavuot Services
May 31
9:30 AM & Mincha 7:30 PM
June 1
9:30 am & 7:30 PM with Yizkor
June 23 & 24
Logan Brown Bar Mitzvah
Oneg, Kiddush and Flower
Sponsors
June 23 & 24
Kenneth Brown & family in
honor of his son, Logan

Community News

Condolences to:
• Kathy Levin on the loss of her
beloved father, Rodney Prevey
• Joan Berger on the loss of her
beloved husband, Mel Berger
• Eliot Paisner on the loss of his
beloved mother, Eleanor

Best Wishes to:
• The Goldman family on the
B’nai Mitzvah of Avi & Noah
• The Sacks family on Jonah’s Bar
Mitzvah
• Marsha & Sandy Geyer on the
engagement of son Benjamin to
Samantha Grose
• Amy & Jerry Manheim on the
birth of grandson, Grayson Isidor
Manheim
To all those people in our community
who are ill we wish you a complete &
speedy recovery.

Logan Brown Bar
Mitzvah

Hello, my name
is Logan Brown.
Please join my
family and me for
my Bar Mitzvah
on June 24. I
am a freshman at
Pinkerton Academy in Derry,
NH. I have 2 siblings who have
already celebrated their bar/bat
mitzvah. I like to visit my grandma,
aunt and cousins in Florida. I play
basketball year-round. I love the
Boston Celtics. I collect/sell shoes.
I am excited to be a Bar Mitzvah and
help in the community.

Honoring Our
Veterans

SHABBAT SERVICES
NOVEMBER 11
Temple Beth Abraham and the
Lifelong Learning Committee are
honored to celebrate the members of
our congregation who have served our
country, Israel, or any other country,
in uniform.
If you have served or are currently
serving in the military, or if members
of your family have served in the
past, please contact Laura Horowitz
(459-3636; email: laurahorowitz@
yahoo.com) or Judy Goldstein at the
synagogue. We will send you a form
to fill out with details of your (their
service).
We hope the congregation will join us
as we honor our veterans during Shabbat services on Saturday, November
11, as well as at a luncheon following
services. Thank you to all our veterans
and their families for their service.
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Chesed Committee

The Chesed Committee, under
the auspices of TBA Sisterhood,
helps families in times of loss or
illness. We have arranged for meals
after funerals, and have cooked and
delivered food to families who are
suffering from serious illness or are
in mourning. We are grateful for
any monetary contributions as well
as time spent cooking meals.
We would like to thank the families
of Harold Weisman and Mark Ferman for their generous donations.

Interested in
Chanting Torah or
Haftarah?

Contact Stan Juda (888-8731) to
select a Haftarah, or Rabbi Jon for
a Torah reading assignment.

Education and Programming

Teaching Torah
In Pirkei Avot, Teaching of the
Sages, we read in Chapter 1: “Moses
received Torah from God at Sinai.
He transmitted
it to Joshua.
Joshua to the
Elders, the
Elders to the
Prophets, the
Prophets to the
members of the
Great Assem- Director of Education
Family Engagement
bly.” We read and Noreen
Leibson
next that one
purpose of this transmission is to
“rear many students.” And how
will we rear these students? Shimon
Ha-Tzadik, the last of the Great Assembly taught that the world rests on
three things: on Torah, on service of
God and on deeds of love.” What can
we learn from these teachings? How
can this be our map for planning for
and working with our children and
their families throughout the year?

What is Torah? What did Moses
receive and pass down? For sure,
we all know of Torah as the beautiful scroll we see in our Holy Ark.
It is a handwritten parchment that
contains stories about the origins
of our people and a set of laws to
guide the way we are supposed to
live our lives. Torah also refers to
the actual teachings, teachings that
have been passed down for literally
thousands of generations. From our
shared ancestors from times long
gone, from your great-grandparents
to your parents to your children
and to their children. We stand in
a long line of heirs to a rich and
vital heritage.
This is no small task. Jewish teachers
today hold themselves responsible to
this rich tradition but at the same
time need to find a way to make the
teachings meaningful to our children, children of the 21st century.
As the end of the school year approaches, we must take pause to
reflect on what has been successful
and what needs improvement in

order to make our program the best
possible experience for all of our
families. Toward this goal, I ask all of
you to share your thoughts with me
and with members of the synagogue
Board and Education and Family
Engagement committee. Or go one
step further and join the committee;
become a “mover and a shaker” in
this work. We need you!
On that note, I hope you will join
us on Tuesday, May 30 to celebrate
our students at the Annual Shavuot
Dinner and School Awards. At this
time we will recognize our students
for their accomplishments. You
don’t have to be a parent of a current student to attend. It’s vital that
our students feel the connection,
strength and love of community
that is always available to them. If
you are a parent of a current student,
please come with your children so
each can stand proud and shine their
light onto the congregation.
		

Chag Shavuot Sameach!

		

Noreen

Strawbery Banke 4th of July
The Raymond Street Klezmer Band will be playing at the 20th
anniversary celebration of the Shapiro house at Strawbery Banke in
Portsmouth NH on the 4th of July.
Admission Free.
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Fundraising and Opinions

It’s Time for “Spring Cleaning!”
Temple Beth Abraham Sisterhood’s
Spring Rummage Sale!
New day this year: Sunday, June 11!
Drop off Thursday, June 8!
Set aside that “beautiful” wine and cheese platter you never use, your clothes
you haven’t worn since 2015, and almost everything else that sits in your
basement! - (no computers).
Proceeds support our Sisterhood and area charitable organizations.
Leftovers benefit The Epilepsy Foundation’s Children’s Summer Camp!
Looking for volunteers on drop-off day and the day of the sale!
It’s a fun, interactive way to share in community. Interested?
Please email Stacy Garnick at snglionflower@gmail.com

Something to Think About
Summer is coming, although you
wouldn’t know it as
I write this column
on a raw, rainy day
in mid-May having
caved and turned the
heat on!

and Bassos are especially in demand.
Call Becky for more information.

Elaine Brody

The response to the Twelve Tribes
stained glass windows has been
outstanding. At this time, eight
windows have been sponsored, and
two more are possibilities. If you are
thinking of sponsoring a window,
please get in touch with me or with
Ruth Harris. The funds raised from
these sponsorships go directly to reduction of the synagogue mortgage.
The Zimria choir has had an outstanding year. Credit and thanks
go to Becky and Alan Green for
planting and tending the seed that
has blossomed so beautifully. New
voices are always welcome. Altos

Our dear friend, Sy Mahfuz, at
PRG has provided us with a new
dense carpet cover for the amud in
the sanctuary. No more noise as the
Torah is set down. We are grateful
to Sy for his continuing support
and friendship to our community.
Attend the TBA Annual meeting,
become informed, and volunteer to
help keep our synagogue running
smoothly. In the 41 years we have
been part of the Beth Abraham
community, my very visible efforts
as a volunteer and Buzz’s quiet support in many capacities has repaid
our family immeasurably. We have
friends who are as family to us. We
have a wider circle of friends and
acquaintances we know we can
depend on to celebrate with us on
our smachot and support us through
our sorrows.
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The only way this wonderful community can continue to thrive is for
younger generations to step forward
and assume responsibility. Everyone
is busy with family and work responsibilities. This has always been
true. Carve out time to help ensure
the vitality of the Beth Abraham
Community.
There you have it. A few updates,
and a plea to become more involved…as always, something to
think about.
			

L’hitraot,

			

Elaine

Education and Programming

Coming Events and Programming
Brought to You by the Lifelong Learning Committee
BABKA meeting, Wednesday, June 7, 8:00 PM
“Outwitting History: The Amazing Adventures of a Man Who Rescued a Million Yiddish Books” by Aaron Lansky.
NOTE: If you have book ideas for 2017-2018, contact Ellie. Planning takes place the end of June.
No BABKA in July and August.
Ongoing:
Torah Study with Rabbi Jon & Noreen
Thursdays from 10:30 AM to Noon. Come once or many times.
Rabbijon.net and @TBARav
Teachings on the weekly Torah reading and current events through a Jewish lens, podcasts, and music.
Rabbi Jon’s high holy day sermons are posted.
JTS Torah Online
The Jewish Theological Seminary’s extensive online Torah resources reflect today’s most compelling conversations, research, and teaching from leaders in Jewish study—all available for learners around the world to
explore and enjoy.
Go to http://www.jtsa.edu/jts-torah-online to explore the archive or to subscribe to “Torah from JTS”.
Have Ideas? Want to Help? Join Our Committee!
Contact Jeff Masors at lifelonglearning@tbanashua.org or Rabbi Jon at rabbi@tbanashua.org.
Contribute to the Elizabeth Fischer Memorial Fund to support TBA’s ongoing scholarly and cultural special
programming.
Consider sponsoring a specific speaker/event or the food for an event. Contact the office or Rabbi Jon.
Coffee, Tea, Rabbi Jon
Come talk, ask me anything! Coffee, tea, etc. on me. 10:30 – 11:30 AM
If you don’t have something on your mind, we can talk about what I’m reading – Judaism’s Ten Best Ideas by
Rabbi Arthur Green, the Slonimer Rebbe’s essays on the week’s Torah portion, or Babylonian Talmud, Ketubot
67b on the many purposes of tzedakah (giving).
Tuesday, June 13 – Bedford, The Inside Scoop - 260 Wallace Road
Tuesday, June 20 – Amherst – A & E Coffee Roastery, - 135 New Hampshire 101A 			
Friday, June 23 – Merrimack, Buckley’s Bakery and Cafe - 438 Daniel Webster Highway (US 3)
Monday, June 26 – Nashua, Bonhoeffer’s Cafe and Espresso - 8 Franklin Street
8

Community

Let’s celebrate our wonderful year together with
a picnic, games and exploration! We’re
guaranteed to get our hands wet with a low-tide
exploration of creepy, crawly ocean creatures!

ATTENDANCE IS LIMITED
Flat Fee of $15 per family
The program we have arranged has a
(any number of children)
strict limit of 25 children
plus $4 for each adult
please don’t wait to RSVP
(parents/grandparents)
Online at www.tbanashua.org
Fee includes entrance to Odiorne Point
or email director@tbanashua.org
State Park, all of the exhibits at the
Seacoast Science Center and parking

Rocky Shore Exploration Outdoor Program
This introduction to the diverse and dynamic rocky shore habitat will excite and
inspire us. The program begins with a mini-lesson on the unique ecology of the
rocky shore intertidal zones, followed by a naturalist-led tide pooling session. We
will learn how to best observe, identify, and classify organisms through guided
exploration.

Please bring your own:
★ Dairy or Pareve lunch and snacks
★ Blanket/chairs to sit on
★ Balls, frisbees, kites, or anything else we can play with!
★ A towel and change of clothes in case you get wet
Sunday, June 4
12:00 PM - Picnic and family games
2:00 PM - Rocky Shore Exploration Outdoor Program
Seacoast Science Center in Odiorne Point State Park
570 Ocean Boulevard, Rye, NH 03870-2104
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Community

HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

Craig Gordon, son of Gwen Boise, is graduating graduating from Pinkerton Academy and will be attending
Bryant University in the fall.
Zev Sernik, son of Enrique & Sharon, is graduating from Merrimack High School. He will spend next year in
Israel on the Nativ program, then attend Vanderbilt University.
Gavriella Welin Grossman, daughter of Kasia & Daniel, graduated from Nashua High School North in January
2017. She will be attending Drexel University in the fall 2017.
Naomi Goodman, daughter of Jane and Bill, graduating from Hollis Brookline High School, will be attending
University of Michigan in the fall
Deena Feldmann, daughter of Marcia & Bob, graduating from Londonderry High School will be attending
Rochester Institute of Technology, majoring in Graphic Design
Peyton Riley Hutchison, daughter of Diane Becker, graduates from George Walton Academy in Monroe, GA .
She will be attending the Honors Program at Georgia Tech majoring in Chemical and Bio-Molecular Engineering.
Alex Spira-Savett, son of Rabbi Jon and Laurie, graduating from Nashua High School North, will be attending
American University
Ben Gorelick, son of Carol and Don, graduating from Nashua North High School as a National Merit Scholar.
He will be attending Boston University to study Economics with a minor in Music.
Jacob Savage, son of Chris & Alyse and grandson of Lew and Debbie Snapper, graduating from Nashua High
North, will be attending UMass Lowell Manning School of Business
Matthew Rubin, son of Robin and Larry, graduating from Londonderry High School!!!
Jonathan Gaffney, son on Sean and Missy is graduating from Souhegan High School (Amherst, NH). Next
year he is doing a gap year and going to Israel for 9 months with the Young Judaea Year Course program. The
following year he will be attending Drexel University in Philadelphia

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Andrew Gordon, son of Gwen Boise is graduating from Rochester Institute of Technology with a B.S. in Electrical Engineering
Nathan B. Weisman, son of Peggy Weisman and Terre Weisman, will be graduating from UNH Durham with
a BA degree in Finance with a minor in Environmental Conservation Sustainability
Max Friedman, son of Mara and Gary, is graduating from The George Washington University with a Bachelor
of Science degree in Finance and Computer Science.
Shoshana Foster, daughter of Marissa Baltus and Joe Foster, is receiving Master’s Degree in Education from
Johns Hopkins University
Daniel Kirsh, son of Atara & Bob and grandson of Rina Scharf, is graduating from Duke Graduate School with
a Master’s of Science Degree in Engineering Management. (MEM) Daniel is a mechanical engineer at BAE
Systems in Hudson, NH.
Eric Hazard, son of Anita and Bob, will be graduating from Norwich University - BS in Computer Security &
Information Assurance with a concentration in Computer Forensics.
Rachael Labitt, daughter of Ellie Schwartz & Bruce Labitt, has earned a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine degree
from the Cornell University College of Veterinary Medicine. She will be starting a residency at the College and
will be working concurrently towards a masters degree in biological sciences.
Megan Kolopsky, daughter of Wendy and Marc, will be graduating from Skidmore College receiving a B.S. in
Management and Business
10

Community

Boston CJP Study of the Greater Boston Jewish Community
While Nashua is not included in
the greater Boston study area, we are
close and many of the same findings
apply. I hope you find the following
excerpts from the study illuminating.
Michael Harris
Combined Jewish Philanthropies has
commissioned a study of the Greater
Boston Jewish community every
decade since 1965. The 2015 survey
provides a picture of our evolving attitudes, beliefs, and experiences, and is
full of insights about how we are living:
our backgrounds and lifestyles, our
economic well-being, how we relate
to Judaism and to Israel, and how we
regard the role being Jewish plays in
our homes and out in the world. These
insights instruct our understanding
of, and planning for, our community.
The 2015 data indicates potentially
important changes in the structure and
character of Jewish life as compared to
prior years. We are increasingly diverse
in our backgrounds, in our ways of
engaging, and in the sources from
which we derive meaning. The study
suggests that we may be experiencing
changes in how segments of our community connect to Judaism, Israel, and
traditional institutions — synagogues,
denominations, organizations, schools
— that have underpinned the structure
of U.S. Jewish communal life for the
past 50 years or more.
Boston Jews no longer
identify with a specific
denomination
Denominational affiliation has historically been one of the basic indicators of Jewish identity and practice
in the United States. Individuals and
families saw themselves as connected
to a specific stream of Jewish practice
and belief. The percentage of Boston
Jews who identify as Reform or Con-

servative has significantly declined in
ten years, from nearly three-quarters
(74%) in 2005 to less than half (44%)
today. The Orthodox population in
Boston is steady at 4%. By contrast,
the number of Jews who do not identify with any denomination — those
who are secular, culturally Jewish,
or “just Jewish”— has increased
dramatically, from 17% in 2005
to 45% of the population in 2015.
Synagogues and other congregations continue to be central to Jewish engagement, though we may be
observing important shifts
Corresponding to the decrease
in denominational affiliation,
synagogue membership may also
be in the midst of change, though
comparisons on affiliation from
2005 to 2015 are more suggestive
than conclusive. Overall, 37% of
households reported belonging to a
Jewish congregation or synagogue,
as compared with 42% in the 2005
study. As in the 2005 study, these
are “point in time” numbers and
mask the affiliation rate over time.
In 2015, 70% of in-married Jewish
households with children ages 9-13
were affiliated with a congregation
showing the continued central role
that congregations play in the life
of our community. The 2005 study
showed 83% affiliation among
similar households. In contrast to a
potential overall drop in in-married
households (66% to 60%), when
we look at the overall membership
rates for interfaith families raising
Jewish children, we see higher rates
of membership in the 2015 study
compared to 2005 (24% to 41%).
We also know from observation
that there is growth and strength in
some synagogues, where member11

ship is expanding and programming
is engaging families and individuals
of all ages and lifecycle stages, while
other congregations are in decline.
The Jewish education
landscape is evolving
Formal and informal Jewish educational experiences have served a
critical role within the American
Jewish community. In Boston in
2005, enrollment was practically
universal (96%) among inmarried
households with 9–13 year olds,
and about 50% among inmarried
households with teens. The 2015
study suggests a sizable shift, with
only 79% of inmarried households
with 9–13 year olds, and 44% of
inmarried households with teens
participating in formal Jewish education programs.
In the past decade, informal and
immersive educational experiences
continued as a focus. In 2015, 13%
of age-eligible Jewish children
attended Jewish day camp, 20%
attended a Jewish overnight camp,
11% were participating in youth
groups, and 23% of high school
students had traveled to Israel on
peer trips. Notably, the 2015 rates of
informal education are up substantially from 2005 for both inmarried
and interfaith households raising
Jewish children.
Widespread travel and
close connection to Israel
are important aspects of
the Greater Boston Jewish
experience
Approximately two-thirds (66%)
of Boston’s Jews have been to Israel,
including 34% who have been to
Israel multiple times. This is a sub(Continued on the following page …)

Education and Programming
Boston CJP continued…

stantial increase in Israel travel since
2005 when 46% of Boston’s Jews had
been to Israel. In 2015, over half (55%)
have close family or friends living in
Israel, and two in five (46%) followed
news about Israel at least once a week
in the past month.
Corresponding to these high rates
of travel, two thirds (63%) of Boston
Jewish adults report feeling somewhat
or very connected to Israel; rates are
higher (86%) among those who have
traveled to Israel multiple times. This
widespread travel to Israel may contribute to deepened ethnic connection
and love of the Jewish people, which
can be at the heart of Jewish identity,
and for many a precondition of other
kinds of Jewish commitment and
connection.

Traveled to Israel
(47% on Birthright
Israel)
Live in households
that belong to synagogues – about one
third in alternative
congregations
Attended at least
one program in the
last year
Participate monthly
in informal activities

Young adults are
more integrated in
American society
and Jewishly
engaged — in
both traditional
and new ways

In contrast to prior generations,
Millennials are more integrated into
broader American culture. Nearly
half (47%) of this group have interfaith parents. Nearly 60% consider
themselves “just Jewish” or secular.
They have grown up in a society
that has generally had minimal
anti-Semitism.
Even with such significant numbers
of young adults being associated
with patterns not necessarily bound
to Jewish institutional life, the data
show unexpectedly high levels of
Jewish vitality. An extraordinary

74%

30%

80%

24%

74% of the young adult population in Greater Boston has traveled
to Israel — 47% through Birthright Israel, which may well explain
high levels of Jewish connection
in this cohort, through a myriad
of traditional and non-traditional
means of engagement. Thirty percent of young adult respondents live
in households that are members of
synagogues — about one third in
alternative congregations, such as
minyanim, havurot, Chabad, and
Moishe House. Their attendance at
religious programs and their ritual
practices are on par with or exceed
those of other age groups. Almost
80% have attended at least one Jewish program in the past year; 24%
participate monthly in informal
activities, such as Shabbat dinners
or Jewish book clubs.
			

Mike Harris

Early appointments available for
Bar/Bat-Mitzvah’s or Weddings.
Offering Color, Cutting, Styling, Keritan
Smoothing Treatments, Facials,
Face & Body Waxing and Eye Brow
Threading.
Bring this ad to receive 10% off any
service.
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Your
Jewish
(Internet)Connection
Connection!

Brought to you by the Lifelong Learning Committee – Written by Linda S Trapasso

A Roadmap for Jewish Giving
Please give to TBA’s There is much to consider in building your own giving strategy and getting started
annual fundraising
with your philanthropy. (See a brief history of philanthropy and Jewish philanthropy
campaign
here.) There is also significant potential for life-enriching work.
Great philanthropists, like great business leaders, take inspiration from their intuition as well as personal insight and passion, and build their good works
on a foundation of planning and experienced advice. In other words, you don’t have to do
this alone. In fact, it is recommended that you involve your personal advisors and family from the beginning.
Reflect: Make an effort to understand why you want to give so that your giving will be its most meaningful.
You have many options when it comes to choosing your issue areas and which approaches to use to achieve your
desired outcomes.
Act:
• Think about what you’ve learned as a result of your life experiences
• Draw inspiration from the rich Jewish tradition and values surrounding tzedakah (and here)
• Incorporate the wisdom of individuals who have influenced you
• Involve family members in these discussions
• Use value exercises for clarification and to prioritize your giving
ı: Allow yourself a learning period and take the time to research thoroughly what you want to achieve. These
choices will determine the parameters of your philanthropy and should be informed choices.
Act:
• Seek out opportunities and resources for Jewish learning and narrowing your focus
within the causes you have identified as important
• Learn about and join organizations for funders such as Jewish Communal Fund, Jewish Funders Network, and Combined Jewish Philanthropies that can accompany you along your philanthropic journey and from which you can obtain advice
• Access the wealth of information on charitable giving and on specific issues on websites and in print (a
Google search on a specific issue can show you plenty of links)
• Attend educational programs from professional and academic institutions
• Define the outcome you seek to achieve
Reflect: Making informed strategic choices is important, but it is also critical to give your attention to implementation.
Act:
•Jump in; the learning continues as you begin the process of giving
•Gather feedback and information about your grant-making
•Ask your charities for data that demonstrates results
• Adjust your strategy as you move forward
Reflect: Discover the excitement and joy of the process of giving.
(Continued on the following page …)
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A Roadmap for Jewish Giving continued…

Act:

We Gratefully Acknowledge
Your Contributions

•Involve family members or likeminded people
•Join a giving circle
• Volunteer
• Serve on the board of a nonprofit organization
Enjoy the Journey of Discovering
the Meaning and Value of Philanthropy for YOU!

DONORS

IN HONOR OF

DONORS

IN MEMORY OF

For more information, go to the
Jewish Funders Network, Jewish
Communal Fund, and CJP sites.
Each provides resources and information regarding charitable giving
and philanthropy. A Forward article on Jewish charitable giving
provides information on American
giving. For lists of Jewish charities,
see GuideStar; a Charity Watch list
of top-rated Jewish charities; and
information on selecting charities
at Jewish Magazine.

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND

GENERAL FUND
Margery & Benjamin Ebersman Ethan Ebersman
Shirley Lelchuk
Mr. & Mrs. Greg Sheresnievsky

Jane & Bill Goodman
Avis & Harris Greenstone
Stacey & Ed Hilston
Howard Price
Stephanie & Mike Rosenblum
Liliane Sznycer & Abner Taub
Heather Winer

Miriam & Sam Goldman

NOTE: This article is an excerpt
from “Your Jewish Philanthropy
Roadmap”, a resource produced
by the Jewish Funders Network
and Jewish Communal Fund. Additional links added by the author.
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Rita Barron
Rita Barron
Rita Barron
Mel Berger
Mel Berger
Selma Pastor
Mel Berger

in appreciation

Community
June 16 & 17 continued …

During Friday evening and Saturday morning services,
Memorial prayers will be recited for the following:
June 2 & 3
Rosa Bornstein, great aunt of Liliane Sznycer
Robert Winer, father of Heather Winer
Nathan Brody, father of David Brody
Mary Brownfield, grandmother of Larry Golub
Norma Stern, mother of Karen Herman
Anne Fleming, mother of Leslie Paisner
Lillian C. Shyavitz, mother of Joel Shyavitz
Rabbi Avraham Freedman, father of David Freedman
Bessie Yezersky, grandmother of Shirley Lelchuk
Irving Banner, brother of Stanley Banner
Sadie Braun, mother of Joan Berger
Sarah Siegal, mother of Bertha Zall
Elias Banner, father of Stanley Banner
Shirley R. Cohen
John Cohen
Abraham Levensen
Leo Saller
Garbriel Masry		
Harry Partin
Helene H. Stein
June 9 & 10
Seymour Greenbaum, father of Carl Greenbaum
Gordon McGill, father of Kathy Eisenberg
Rose Greenbaum, mother of Carl Greenbaum
Myrna Feldmann, mother of Robert Feldmann
Joan Weiss, mother of Jeffrey Weiss
Claire Grossman, mother of Daniel Grossman
Solomon Freedman, great grandfather of Steven Haime
Temma Rubenstein, mother-in-law of Howard Price
Lisl Schoen, aunt of Karl Schenker
Celia Wolfson		
Sadie Danis
Jennie Blankenberg Louis Albert Stone
Nettie Davis		
Theodore S. Gold
Steven L. Goldberg
Aaron Harkaway
Joseph Dishler		
Ida Shapiro
Robert Smith		
Minnie Helfman
June 16 & 17
Dorothy Grasso, mother of Betsy Franks
Sally Cohen, mother of Philip Cohen
Mary Chmelnitsky, great-grandmother of
Rabbi Jonathan Spira-Savett
Sol Rubenstein, father-in-law of Howard Price
Samuel Speyer, father of Jane Weber

Ok Nan Lee, mother of Chong-Cha K. Treitel
Esther Schimmel, mother of Michael Harris
Max I. Silber, father-in-law of Dorothy Silber
Thelma Harris, mother-in-law of Richard Shapiro
Sarah Gotlieb, great-grandmother of Rabbi Jonathan
Spira-Savett
Harriet Freeman, mother of Daryl Banner
David Freedman, father of Marcia Feldmann
Gerald Carrus, father of Steve Carrus
Jack S. Neidorff
Phillip A. Isaacson
Emma Mandelson
Israel Pastor
Steven J. Wiseman
Max Bedrick
Benjamin Gordon
Paula A. Davis
Harry S. Kamenske
June 23 & 24
Donald E. Levin, father of Matthew Levin
Sura Schenker, grandmother of Karl Schenker
Edith Steinberg, mother of Barry Steinberg
Joseph Lukatsky, father of Janet Roth
Nettie Zevin, aunt of Sam Brest
Reuben Gross, father of Deni Oven
Irwin Orleck, father of Audrey Steinberg
Joseph Jason Klayman, brother of Betty Tobias
Adelle Fraser, mother of Stephanie Flynn
Alan Karlsberg, father of Lauren Donovan
Alan Schwartz, brother of Elinor Schwartz
Brina Klein, aunt of Shirley Lelchuk
Freda Levine, stepmother of Miles Levine
Molly Rovick, mother of Phyllis Adams
Thelma Diskant, cousin of Abner Taub
Leon Hershel Rovick, father of Phyllis Adams
Charles Labovitz
Julius Cohen
Frances Alter		
Ida Heckman
June 30 & July 1
Karen Dimand, sister of Mark Dickens
Abraham Shapiro, father of Arlene Shapiro
Donald Grass, father of Steven Grass
Abraham Siegal, father of Bertha Zall
Lee Levine, mother of Mark Levine and Jeffrey Levine
Lisbeth Behar, mother of Gabrielle Green
Eva Cohen, aunt of Shirley Lelchuk
Rhoda Masors, mother of Jeffrey Masors
Ruth Weitberg, mother of Robin Rubin
Joseph Zall, husband of Bertha Zall
Ross Silverberg, nephew of Miles Levine
(Continued on the following page …)
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Yahrzeit Donations

Yahrzeits June 30 & July 1 continued…

Stanley Banner for father, Elias Banner & brother,
Irving Banner
Randy Cohen for mother, Shirley Cohen, grandfather, John Cohen & grandmother, Jennie Wigrizer
Sandy Dickens for father, Jack Zeckel
Stewart Cohen for mother, Eileen Cohen
Murray Deutsch for mother, Helen Deutsch
Janet Smith for father, Alvin Marshall &
grandparents, Gertrude & Isadore Movshovitz
Nancy Cantor for parents, Maida & Russell Sproull
Don Gorelick for first wife, Judith Gorelick, father,
Sam Gorelick & Irving Schwartz(Gorelick grandfather)
Bruce Dorner for father, Richard Dorner
Fred Alter for father, Murray B. Alter
Liliane Sznycer for grandmother, Chanka Szhnitzer,
great uncle, Leizor Schnitzer & great aunt,
Lise Bornstein
Zahava Salomon for uncle, Pinhas Solomon
Karl Schenker for father, Michael Schenker
Marlene Grosky for father, Raynard Braverman
Carole Shyavitz for father, Melvin Steinberg
David Freedman for father, Rabbi Avraham Freedman
Daryl Banner for father, Harry Freeman
Deni Oven for mother, Blanche Gross
Pearl Kern for mother, Olga Kerenyi
Daniel Grossman for grandparents, Drs. Jean & Robert
Rothenberg
Judith Berger for father, Harry Partin
Ben Freedman for father, Joseph Freedman
Nancy Moore for mother, Lottie Treitel
Debbie Grass for parents, Rosalin & Irving Lipson
Steve Grass for mother, Roberta Grass
Esther Arlan for grandmother, Bella Miriam Cantor
Lew Snapper for mother, Dorothy Osner Snapper
Abner Taub for grandmothers, Lena Taub & Lena Farrer

Frederick Cohen, father of Diana Stern
Irving Klein		
Fanny Sharpe
Henry Kessler		
Harry Lappe
Ida Wolfson		
Seymour Bedrick
Murray Finkelstein
Isaac Shamash
July 7 & 8
Vera Sznycer, mother of Liliane Sznycer
Leo Eliezer Roemer, father of Hyman Romer
Wendy Meltzer, sister of Lauren Donovan
Perry Skorton, father of Debra Rothberg
Morris Kaplan, father-in-law of Carol Kaplan
Max Cohen, father of Philip Cohen
Neil Goren, husband of Rochelle Goren, and father
of Tamara Bryant
Minnie Schanzer, mother of Herbert Shanzer
Abe Taub, grandfather of Abner Taub
John Benjamin Reubens, father of Jean Lorrey
Albert Benjamin Behar, father of Gabrielle Green
Harry Savett, grandfather of Rabbi Jonathan SpiraSavett
Rose Siderer, grandmother of Robin Golub
Pearson Hunt, father of David Hunt
Gerald Zabell		
Annie Brown
Samuel Kaufman
Sarah E. Slawsby
Hy Frankel		
Louis Kates
Linda Stein		
Evelyn Winograd
Minette Brumberg Wilson

Celebrate a Simcha
Purchase a Leaf on Our Tree of Life

• Bar and Bat Mitzvahs • Births • Graduations • Weddings •
Anniversaries • Honors
• Special Birthdays • Best Wishes & Congratulations

90

The cost to purchase a leaf is $225.
Leaves may be inscribed in English, Hebrew or both.
For more information, or to purchase a leaf, please
call 883-8184 or office@tba.mv.com
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Special events in the
spiritual journeys
of your family members
Capture the
moment!

(603) 759-0084
peter.in.peterborough@gmail.com











6 Mountain Laurels Dr. ~ Nashua, NH 03062
603.888.9000 ~ www.skymeadow.com

Thank You for
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Retirement Sale
50% or more off of
everything!*

Sky Meadow is the perfect facility to host your Bar or Bat
Mitzvah, Wedding, Golf outing or even a Corporate event. You
do not have to be a member, so please call or email for further
information.

 


 


  
 


* Consignment items
not included
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